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Digital Ethics @Deloitte
About me

“My aim is to help organisations develop and 
use digital technologies in a thoughtful way and 
for the better. It’s all about identifying and 
embedding ethical values.” 

Roos de Jong
Senior Consultant Digital Ethics

Deloitte Risk Advisory B.V. 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

roodejong@deloitte.nl

mailto:roodejong@deloitte.nl
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Substantiating the opportunities of digital innovation
The digital ethicist encourages reflection

infamy

Digital Ethics is not…

• A ‘PR-thing’ which you address 
through a policy report on your 
corporate website

• Reactive set of actions aimed to 
prevent negative publicity

fame
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Learning from internal and external perspectives 
The digital ethicist connects

Digital Ethics is about…

• being accountable for the 
outcomes of using and making 
digital technologies

• pro-actively identifying and 
incorporating ethical norms & 
values in the design of 
technologies and usage of data

• establishing trust

Sincerity

Fairness

CompetencyTransparency

Confidentiality

Reliability

Product

Society

Customer

Employee
(consumer) 

trust
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Determining ambitions and adjusting journeys
The digital ethicist translates

Ab
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Stated Ambition on Digital Ethics

Danger Zone

Front RunnerComfort Zone

Non-Starter

Protect reputation Follow Market Differentiate

Be honest. Be ambitious…

1. Where do we place ourselves now?

2. What will society expect from us?

3. What is our aspired position?

4. What does that mean for our 

required competences?

5. What path should we take to get 

there?
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Types of safeguards

Medium

Advice

Voluntary/mandatory

Light

Guidelines

Voluntary

High

Approval

Mandatory

Considering the context and tailoring the approach
The digital ethicist adapts

Technical Individual

OrganisationalSocietal
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Types of solutions
Providing guidance on different levels
The digital ethicists co-creates

Layer 2 | Organisation & Accountability

Layer 3 | Policies, Procedures & Frameworks

Layer 4 | Culture, Training & Awareness

Layer 1 | Strategy

Layer 5 | Operations
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Stakeholder 
Analysis 

and 
strategy 

labs

Position 
statement 
on Digital 

Ethics
Set-up of an 
Digital Ethics 

Board Align 
governance 

with 
privacy and 

security

Ethical 
Impact 

Assessment

Digital 
Ethics by 
Design 

frameworks

Ethics 
Board 

Guidelines

Register of 
Digital Ethics 
definitions

Awareness 
trainings
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Engaging all stakeholders to create responsible digital solutions
The digital ethicist works together

Uncover values

Understand values

Mitigate risks

everyone 
has a role 

to play

Employees Companies

Deloitte

Regulators

ShareholdersAcademics

Customers

Communities



Thank you!
Let ’ s  connect  and  make  

an  impact  that  matte r s

Roos de Jong
roodejong@deloitte.nl

+31 (0)6 29640827

Esmée Stouten

Hilary Richters

Kolja Verhage

Jasmijn Kol

Lucas KoelinkBart van BredaCharlotte Connor Arpa

Monika Viktorova
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